Our
Promotional
Programs
Promote your company to our
community!

About
Us
WHO WE ARE

Rental agency

Tourism company

International team

OUR PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMS
affiliate
programs

1 If you have a website or a blog, you can earn a commission by adding the
Barcelona-Home widget to your site and help us receive more bookings.

2 Professional user of Facebook? Earn a commission when people book our
apartments we post on your Facebook group. We do everything for you!

sponsorship
program

Increase your brand awareness when visitors on the website
easily see all the companies in your sector.

CONTACT US
Villadomat 89, Barcelona
+34 934 231 270
If you would like to know some more or want to join one of
our promotional programs, simply contact us at promotion@
barcelona-home.com and we will help you!
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Affiliate
Program #1
HOW IT WORKS

Do you have a website
or a blog? Once you
become an affiliate with
us, we create a widget
for you to insert on
your site

OUR COMMISSIONS

The widget lets us
know which reservations come from
your website

Real estate from

2%

For every booking
made through your
website and widget
you generate a
commission

Vacational rentals

20-40%

Yearly rentals from

5%

Event venues from

Monthly rentals

5%

10-30%

Depending on the sale, you receive a certain
percentage from each sale.

ADVANTAGES

It’s free!
Simply register!

Direct
commissions
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Support
We answer your questions
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Affiliate
Program #2

HOW IT WORKS


Are you a professional
user of social media?
Become an affiliate, and
we post our apartments
for you on your Facebook
group. You don’t have to
do anything!

The post lets us
know which reservations come from
your Facebook
group and this
way...

...we generate your
commission when a
client clicks on the
post and is redirected to our website
and books a stay

OUR COMMISSIONS
Real estate from

2%

Vacational rentals

20-40%

Yearly rentals from

5%

Event venues from

Monthly rentals

5%

10-30%

Depending on the sale, you receive a certain
percentage from each sale.

ADVANTAGES
Easy integration
We take care of all services
for you on Facebook!

It’s free
Simply register!
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Sponsorship
Program
HOW IT WORKS

We create an online
profile of your services
and include it in our own
directory and promote
you on our platforms
(social media, blog etc.)

You will receive
the benefit of
back-linking in
Google

Our entire community uses our
directory and will
have access to your
profile

WHAT WE OFFER
We offer various ways of promoting your services: through
flyers, newsletters, banners, blog articles in 14 languages, in the
booking confirmation, our directory list and banners on our
apartment pages. All you have to do is decide which ones suit
you best! Prices are adapted accordingly to your choice.

>85.000

views each month reaching a broad audience

WHAT YOU GAIN

Increased
brand awareness

New
customers
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Enhanced
presence on the web

Are you our next affiliate?
Join us today!

